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Abstract

Multi-geometry nanoparticles with high complexity in composition and structure have attracted

significant  attention  for  enhanced functionality.  We assess  a  simple  but  versatile  strategy to

construct hybrid nanoparticles with sub-divided geometries through the cooperative assembly of

diblock copolymer  blends  with  asymmetric  architectures.  We report  the  formation  of  multi-

compartmental, vesicular, cylindrical, and spherical structures from pure AB systems. Then, we

explore  the  assemblies  of  binary  AB/AC blends,  where  the  two  incompatible,  hydrophobic

diblock copolymers sub-divide into self-assembled local geometries, and the complexity of the

obtained morphologies  increases.  We expand the  strategy to  ternary  AB/AC/AD systems by

tuning the effect of phase separation of different hydrophobic domains on the surface or internal

region of the nanoparticle. The kinetic control of the co-assembly in the initial stage is crucial for

controlling the final morphology. The interactions of copolymers with different block lengths and
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chemistries enable the stabilization of interfaces, rims and ends of sub-domains in the hybrid

multi-geometry nanoparticles.  With further exploration of  size and shape,  the dependence of

local  geometry  on  the  volume  fraction  is  discussed.  We  show  an  efficient  approach  for

controllable multi-geometry nanoparticle construction that will be useful for multifunctional and

hierarchical nanomaterials. 

Keywords: Cooperative assembly; diblock copolymer blends; multi-geometry nanoparticles

INTRODUCTION

In  pursuing  increasingly  nano-sized  objects  with  large  compositional  and  geometrical

complexity, one goal is bridging the gap between simple assemblies and sophisticated structural

control.1 Amphiphilic  block  copolymers  that  exhibit  a  rich  interplay  of  multiple  chemically

distinct building blocks have demonstrated increasing complexity via solution supramolecular

assembly.2-4 In single chemistry (e.g., diblock, triblock, comb- and star-like) copolymer solution

suspensions,  the  nanostructure  geometry  can  be  controlled precisely by  changing copolymer

length, concentration and solvent selectivity, by external stimuli and additives, or by changing

the solvent processing kinetic pathway.2-11 Beyond the considerable success in single-copolymer

nanoparticles with simple geometries such as spheres, cylinders and vesicles, recent attention has

focused on the impact of multiphase particles or hierarchical assemblies with higher degree of

complexity  on  optical,  electronic  and  biomedical  properties.12-15 To  this  end,  three  or  more

polymer  blocks  are  required  so  that  the  micellar  core  and  the  corona  of  self-assembled

nanoparticles will vary in both composition and geometry.16 An emerging promising approach is
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the  cooperative  assembly  of  block  copolymer  blends,  which  introduces  a  second  level  of

hierarchy  through  intermolecular  block  interactions  in  addition  to  block-solvent  and

intramolecular block interactions.17-19 Through a unique design with respect to block architecture,

chemistry and solvent property,  block copolymer blends can be successfully directed to self-

organize into nanostructures with complex geometries.20-21

The ability to kinetically trap different copolymers into nanoparticles provides an excellent

opportunity  to  construct  complex,  multi-geometry  nano-objects  for  multifunctional  and

hierarchical materials.22-29 For blends of identical block lengths but different block chemistry, we

have previously  reported a  versatile  strategy for  the  preparation of  spherical  and cylindrical

multi-compartment micelles with controllable core and corona structures.30 By controlling the

block length and chemistry, one can design nanostructures with hybrid geometries such as disk-

sphere or disk-cylinder polymeric nanoparticles.19 This strategy has focused on the cooperative

assembly  of  block copolymer  blends with various  segregation  degrees  that  lead  to  different

locations  and  morphologies  in  multi-geometry  nanoparticles.24,31-33 Only  few  studies  have

considered  block  copolymers  with  similar  molecular  weights  and  relative  block  fractions,

because  it  is  experimentally  difficult  to  perform solution  self-assembly  of  block  copolymer

blends  with  well-defined  parameter  ranges  of  structure  and  chemistry.  A  systematic

understanding of controlling the polymorphism of multiphase nanostructures with compositional

and geometrical complexity remains a challenge.1-8

Here we develop a straightforward mixing strategy for the solution co-assembly of diblock

copolymer blends that allows precise tuning of micelle and patch geometries (Figure 1, route for
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binary geometries). We start from classical micelle polymorphs such as spheres (S), cylinders

(C),  vesicles/lamellae  (V/L)  and  multi-compartmental  systems  (M).  Then  we  explore  new

morphologies  by  combining  different  geometries.  Multi-geometry  nano-objects  are  obtained

through the combination of sub-domains with specific geometries and degrees of segregation.19,34

We show that  novel  multi-geometry  nanostructures  can  be  constructed in  blends  of  diblock

copolymers by tuning the relative block lengths and volume fractions of different copolymers.

For this complex problem, we use dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) which has been widely

used for modelling physical  phenomena at  relatively large time and length scales.  The three

systems  of  focus  include  pure  AB,  binary  AB/AC  and  ternary  AB/AC/AD,  in  which  A is

hydrophilic  and B/C/D are  incompatible  but  all  hydrophobic.  Blocks  B/C/D share  the  same

solvent selectivity to avoid interface driven arrangement.30 Each diblock copolymer molecule

consists of 20 linearly bonded beads. Figure 2a shows an example of the symmetric building

blocks A10B10. 
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Figure  1.  Schematic  design  for  multi-geometry  nanoparticles  from diblock  copolymer  blends.  (a)  Multi-

compartment (M), vesicle/lamella (V/L), cylinder (C), and sphere (S) micelles from single diblock copolymers

with different hydrophilic/hydrophobic (A/B) block length ratios through desired solution assembly. (b) Binary

multi-geometry micelles (M-L, M-C, M-S, D(disk)-C, and C-S) with two distinct domains obtained through

cooperative assembly of diblock copolymers AB and AC in solution. The block length ratios of AB and AC are

carefully selected for a specific geometry.
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 Figure 2. Cluster analysis of the pure AB system as a function of relative chain length m in AmB20-m (volume

fraction  ϕAB =  15%).  The  four  regions  indicate  a  morphological  evolution  of  the  micelle  from  multi-

compartment to vesicle, cylinder and sphere. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first discuss the solution assembly of linear AB diblock copolymers into a variety of

nanostructures where A forms the corona and B the cores (Figure 2b). The corona chain length m

in AmB20-m controls micelle polymorphs to decrease the interface tension and total free energy by

adjusting  both  intra-  (self-segregation  degree)  and  inter-  (amphiphilic  repulsion)  molecular

interactions.4 A morphological evolution of the self-assembling micelles from M to V, C, and S is

observed with increasing m. The dependence of aggregation state on m has been characterized by

monitoring cluster number and cluster size (bead number in cluster). Moreover, the threshold
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ratios for these  nanostructures are  predicted to  be  5:15,  10:10 and 14:6,  respectively,  which

quantitatively relates the micelle geometry to block lengths. To visualize the structural details of

the  4  typical  micelles,  we address  their  assembly  processes  in  Supporting  Information  (SI),

Figure S1. Independent of geometry, the copolymers aggregate into a single micelle for m < 8,

otherwise several small clusters are obtained and the number of clusters increases. The average

cluster size (bead number in cluster) scales with the inverse of the number of clusters. Detailed

structural analysis yields for increasing m, the size of hydrophilic cores in the multi-compartment

micelle increases, the hydrophobic shell of the vesicle decreases and an overall shape change

from cylindrical  vesicle  to  spherical  vesicle  is  observed.  The lengths  of  cylindrical  micelles

gradually  decrease  and  spherical  micelles  are  obtained.  The  overall  micelle  morphology  is

controlled  by  the  block  lengths.  Block-block enthalpic  interactions  influence  the  entropy of

polymer domains. A longer hydrophobic block favors the location and alignment of copolymers

at  the  micelle/solvent  interface,  since  a  loss  in  conformational  entropy  contributes  to  the

aggregation of copolymers by overcoming the loss in polymer translational entropy. The block

lengths dominate the compatibility of copolymers with respect to interface tension and drives the

collapse of micelles at a long hydrophilic block, and thereby leads to changes in cluster number

and size. 
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Figure 3. Morphology diagram of the AB/AC system as a function of m in AmB20-m and n in AnC20-n (ϕAB = ϕAC =

7.5%). Arrows in the diagram indicate  the typical  morphologies of  various types of  hybrid nanoparticles.

Pairwise capital  letters  indicate  hybrid binary nanostructures from the combination of  multi-compartment,

vesicle, disk, cylinder, and sphere geometries. “Dissolution” indicates that AB copolymers form clusters and

AC copolymers totally dissolve. Color scheme: brown-A, cyan-B, purple-C. 

For  multi-geometry  nanoparticles,  we  explored  the  possibility  to  manipulate  multiple

morphologies via  the  co-assembly  of  binary AB/AC blends using precisely  controlled block
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lengths (Figure 3). The obtained hybrid micelles contain parts of M, V, L, C or S morphologies,

and are formed through blending and attaching two unlike copolymers that segregate into sub-

domains of distinct geometry and chemistry. 8 typical morphologies are obtained. 

We first focus on M favoring copolymers (m < 5 in AmB20-m) which tend to form porous cores

in hybrid nanoparticles due to their large hydrophobicity. (1) A hybrid M-M morphology (Janus)

is obtained by the combination of two incompatible but architecturally similar copolymers, e.g.,

A3B17 + A3C17,  which both favor porous aggregations. (2) A hybrid M-L morphology (multi-

caped) is obtained by the combination of M and V favoring copolymers, e.g., A3B17 + A5C15, in

which a L-type patch is formed around the M-type core through interface-driven assembly. Also,

a “spreading-first” phenomenon is observed for copolymers of AnC20-n (n ranges from 3 to 9) on

A1B19 core  as  a  single  lamellar  patch,  and  a  “clustering-first”  phenomenon  is  observed  for

copolymers of AnC20-n (n ranges from 5 to 9) on A3B17 core as multiple lamellar patches (SI,

Figure S2a,b). The spreading of copolymers on A1B19 micelles reduces the interfacial energy due

to the particularly high hydrophobicity of A1B19 copolymers, while the clustering of copolymer

caps on A3B17 cores can be attributed to the truncation effect of the micelle surface on the vesicle

favoring  copolymers.  (3)  A  hybrid  M-C  morphology  (spiral  patch)  is  obtained  by  the

combination of M and C favoring copolymers, e.g., A3B17 + A11C9, in which a cylindrical micelle

wraps the M-type core in a spiral morphology. (4) A hybrid M-S morphology (satellite patch) is

obtained by the combination of M and S favoring copolymers, e.g., A3B17 + A15C5, in which small

clusters are scattered on the surface of the M-type core. The increase of n in AnC20-n leads to the

increase of cluster number but decrease of cluster size, which highlights the effect of interfacial
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patches on the distribution of clusters (SI, Figure S2c). 

Copolymers that favor V-type morphology (5 ≤  m < 10 in AmB20-m) tend to form bilayer

structures, vesicles or disks, in the hybrid nanoparticles. (5) A hybrid V-V morphology (vesicle-

on-vesicle) is obtained from two V favoring copolymers, e.g., A5B15 + A9C11. The hybrid vesicle

can be in a simple Janus-like mode or an alternatively connection mode. The interfacial curvature

of AC bilayers can be slightly altered by changing n in AnC20-n (SI, Figure S2d). (6) When V and

C/S favoring copolymers are mixed, e.g., A7B13 + A13C7, a hybrid D(disk)-C/S morphology is

obtained, in which vesicles are cut into disks and cylinder or sphere “tentacles” that adopt a

higher interfacial curvature after assemblies stabilize the disk edges. The assembly of a bilayer

disk is difficult since the rim is a high energy defect, and thus a stabilizer is needed when the co-

assembly is initiated. With proper design of block lengths, the sizes of the disk and “tentacle” can

be controlled (SI, Figure S2e). (7) Moreover, when both copolymers favor C or S (n ≥11,  m ≥

11), a hybrid C-C/S morphology (Janus-like), e.g., A11B9 + A13C7, can be obtained. Again, the

lengths of the hybrid nanoparticles depend on the block lengths of components (SI, Figure S2f).

(8) The dissolution region in Figure 3 indicates that A19B1 copolymers do not aggregate due to

large solubility. Overall, the hybrid nanoparticles have been constructed through interface-driven

separation of core and patch copolymers. Tunable clustering of core or patch sub-domains is

achievable for hybrid nanoparticles such as M-L, M-S, D-C/S and C-C/S. Detailed molecular

interaction  modes  leading  to  the  morphology  differences  in  these  hybrid  nanoparticles  are

illustrated in Figure S3. 

In addition to inherent geometrical restrictions by block length, the sub-domain dimension of
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the designed binary nanoparticles can be defined by the volume fraction, ϕ, of copolymers. The

morphological  evolutions  of  the  assembled  nanoparticles  from AB/AC systems  through  the

defined blending pathway are shown and fully discussed in Figure S4. We also analyzed the

effect of ϕAC on clustering and enthalpic interaction of copolymers (Figure 4). M-L and M-C

hybrid nanoparticles have a constant clustering of the M-type core and a dominant dimension

increase (i.e., core/patch contact) of the patches, e.g., cluster analysis of A3B17 + A7C13 and A3B17

+  A7C13.  M-S,  D-C/S  and  C-S  hybrid  nanoparticles  show  a  large  ϕAC-dependent  clustering

(number and size) that the hydrophobic core splits into a number of small detached clusters, e.g.,

cluster analysis of A3B17 + A15C5, A7B13 + A11C9, A7B13 + A15C5, and A11B9 + A15C5. The evolutions

of average energy EAB+AC/NAB+AC and EAB+AC/NAB+AC versus increasing ϕAC further demonstrate that

the  interfacial  interactions  of  these  hybrid  nanoparticles  are  gradually  weakened.  Both,

morphology and quantitative analysis (Figures S4, 4), indicate that patches with large volume

fraction  stabilize  the  interfaces,  especially  edges  in  disk  and ends in  cylinder,  and serve  as

truncation effect for the control of cluster dimension.19,23 Moreover, as the current calculation is

conducted  in  a  relatively  high  concentration,  we  provide  a  better  insight  by  reducing  the

concentration to 5% or even lower (SI, Figure S5 and S6). Except for unavoidable size decrease

at lower concentration, the assembly of copolymers (both pure AB and binary AB/AC systems)

exhibit  consistent principle  with those  at  high concentration.  Thus,  the directed co-assembly

strategy has significant potential in the preparation of soft templates with controlled geometry

and dimension.
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Figure 4.  Clustering behavior (a) and potential energy (b) evolution of hybrid nanoparticles as a function of

volume fraction of AC (ϕAC) in an AB/AC system (ϕAB = 7.5%). Copolymer blends of A3B17 + A7B13, A3B17 +

A11B9, A3B17 + A15B5, A7B13 + A11B9, A7B13 + A15B5, and A11B9 + A15B5 indicate hybrid nanoparticles of M-L, M-

C, M-S, D-C, D-S, and C-S, respectively. Solid and hollow symbols in (a) indicate cluster number and cluster

size, respectively, while in (b) indicate averaged energies AB+AC and AB. 

The success in multi-geometry co-assembly from binary AB/AC blends relies on surface as

well as internal organization of nanoparticles with proper block length ratio and concentration of

polymers.20-21,35 The  self-segregation  degree  of  copolymers  and selectivity  of  solvent  for  the

blocks  provides  the  kinetic  control  of  the  assembly  so  that  unlike  hydrophobic  blocks  will

contribute to the proper multi-geometry nanoparticle confinement.36-37 The initial stage of the co-

assembly is crucial for the final morphology, e.g., disks in D-S type nanoparticles are not easily

obtained if  the  vesicles  are  initially  closed  before  stabilizing  with  rim-attached spheres.  An

additional  critical  aspect  for  the  co-assembly  strategy  is  the  incompatibility  of  different
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hydrophobic blocks, which determines either attachment or detachment of patches on micelles.30

The repulsive parameter in the present study (aBC = 45) adopts a moderate repulsion between

blocks B and C, thus AC patches are properly adsorbed on micelles. The above effects, including

segregation degree,  selectivity of solvent and incompatibility of hydrophobic blocks,  explain

why the assembled nanoparticles phase separate into multi-geometric polymorphs. Figure S7 to

S11 in SI exhibit further evaluations on how to select the repulsive parameters to obtain the

specific nano-structures in this work. These discussions reveal a much broader world for the

preparation  of  novel  and  versatile  nano-structures  based  on  the  co-assembly  strategy  of

copolymer blends. 

Figure 5. Controlled morphologies with hybrid lamellar, cylindrical or spherical patches from ternary blends

with two architecturally identical diblock copolymers. The nanoparticles are classified into mixed-patch/pure-

core and pure-patch/mixed-core categories. For single core (identical block lengths C and D), polymorph types

of M-L-L, M-C-C, D-C-C, M-S-S, D-S-S, and C-S-S are shown in the upper row, left to right. For mixed
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(Janus)  core (identical  block  lengths  B and C),  M-M-L,  M-M-C,  V-V-C,  M-M-S,  D-D-S,  and C-C-S are

obtained successively in lower row, left to right. Color scheme: brown-A, cyan-B, purple-C, green-D.

Through  this  blending assembly  strategy,  we extend the  construction  of  multi-geometry

nanoparticles by adding a third diblock copolymer AD. Obviously, the ternary system contains a

high  level  of  complexity  for  co-assembly  of  copolymers.  We  observe  similar  co-assembly

behavior (clustering and phase separation) and concentration dependence in the binary except for

more precise modifications on the phase separation of hydrophobic domains. Under the same

solution assembly condition, a series of ternary hybrid nanoparticles from the combination of M,

V/L,  C,  and S micelles are  obtained.  We focus on the  manipulation  of  surface and internal

organizations in the assembled nanoparticles by tuning the block lengths, nA, of AB, AC and AD

for more  complex geometries.  Tunable  composition  and geometry  of  either  hybrid patch or

hybrid core domains can be achieved. Through systematic exploration, we divide the possible

ternary  multi-geometries  into  four  critical  categories:  lamellar  patches,  cylindrical  patches,

spherical patches, and hybrid patches. Figure 5 shows the assembled nanoparticles when two of

the three copolymers are  incompatible  but  have the  same architecture.  Formation of various

overall or local morphologies in these nanostructures through ternary co-assembly, as well as

concentration  related  dimension  control,  is  shown in  Figures  S12,  S13.  Figure  6  shows the

assembled nanoparticles of three incompatible and architecturally different copolymers, as well

as the concentration related dimension control. We produce highly complex hybrid patches by

organizing three different geometries within a single nanoparticle. During co-assembly, different

copolymers combine to stabilize the micelle interface,  rim or end areas to limit high energy
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defects  and  reduce  the  free  energy  of  the  system.  Kinetic  control  of  the  assembly  process

together  with  precise  regulation  of  the  hydrophobic  block  interactions  dominate  the  local

equilibrium  of  polymer  chains  within  the  nanoparticles.  A summary  of  the  multi-geometry

nanoparticles is shown in Figure S14. Overall, ternary nanoparticles with more complex core or

patch geometries need more precise control on the geometries and sizes of different domains,

which can be defined by the architecture and volume fraction of copolymers.

Figure 6.  Controlled morphologies of ternary blends with three architecturally different diblock copolymers.

M-L-C, M-L-S, M-C-S, D-C-S, and C-C(S)-S are obtained through the combination of multi-compartment.
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lamellar, cylindrical and spherical favorable copolymers. The influence of the relative concentration of the

three  copolymers  on  the  nanoparticle  geometry  is  illustrated.  The  horizontal  axis  indicates  the  relative

concentration of copolymers (ϕAB  :  ϕAC  : ϕAD) in ternary systems. Color scheme: brown-A, cyan-B, purple-C,

green-D.

CONCLUSIONS

We propose  a  molecular  strategy  for  the  construction  of  multi-geometry  nanoparticles  with

designed surface or internal morphologies from the cooperative assembly of diblock copolymer

blends with defined block lengths. Starting from the self-assemblies of classical geometries, such

as sphere, cylinder, vesicle/lamella and multi-compartmental units, formed by pure AB diblock

copolymer systems, we explore the blend assembly of these geometries in binary AB/AC and

ternary AB/AC/AD systems. A number of binary hybrid nanoparticles with combined geometries

of M-M, M-L, M-C, M-S, V-V, D-C/S, and S-C/S have been obtained by blending of AB and

AC.  We  determined  the  molecular  design  parameters  (e.g.,  relative  chain  lengths)  for  the

different  structures.  Also,  the  construction  of  more  complex  nanoparticles  with  mixed-

surface/pure-core or pure-surface/mixed-core geometries from ternary AB/AC/AD systems were

explored.  Further  control  of  size  or  shape  of  sub-domains  in  hybrid  nanoparticles  can  be

achieved by tuning the  volume fraction.  This  strategy shows great  potential  for  design  and

preparation of multi-functional soft materials through kinetic control of solution co-assembly of

binary, ternary or higher order blends. Further investigations on the property characterizations

and potential applications of these multi-geometry nanoparticles are planned. 

METHODS
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We use dissipative particle dynamics (DPD)38 which employs a soft repulsive potential and a

momentum-conserving thermostat to control pairwise particle interactions for the exploration of

the co-assembly of diblock copolymer blends. As a coarse-grained method, DPD has been used

to investigate physical phenomena of soft materials, where repeat units or cluster of molecules

are grouped together and represented by a single bead, for larger time and length scales than

typical molecular dynamics (MD).39-41 The time evolution is governed by Newton’s equation of

motion m dvi/dt = fi, where vi and fi indicate the velocity and force on the ith bead with mass m at

time  t.  The  velocity-Verlet  algorithm  has  been  used  for  the  integration  of  the  equation  of

motion.38 In the simulations, the force on a bead i  at position ri surrounded by beads j  ≠ i at  rj

(distance vector rij = ri – rj and unit vector eij = rij/rij with rij = |rij|) is a sum of the components of

the conservative force  FC, the dissipative force  FD, the random force  FR, as well as the bond

stretching force FS,  fi = (FC
ij + FD

ij + FR
ij + FS

ij), where the sum runs over all beads j within a

cutoff radius rc. The conservative interaction force is described by FC
ij = αijωC(rij)eij, where αij is

the maximum repulsion between beads i and j, the weight function ωC(rij) = 1 – rij/rc for rij < rc

and ωC(rij) = 0 for rij ≥ rc. The dissipative force is given by FD
ij = -γωD(rij)(vij ∙ eij)eij, where vij = vi

- vj and γ indicates the dissipative strength. The random force is FR
ij = σωR(rij)ξij(dt)1/2eij, where ξij

is a random variable of zero-mean Gaussian distribution with unit variance. σ is the noise defined

as  σ = (2kBTγ)1/2,  where  kB is the  Boltzmann constant  and  T is  temperature.  Dissipative and

random forces together act as a thermostat. The bond stretching force is given by FS
ij = Crij. 

We use the dissipative parameter γ = 4.5 and the stiffness constant C = -4. In FC, the repulsive

parameters  αii between all like species are chosen to be 25, while for block-block and block-
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solvent the interactions are chosen as αAB = αAC = αAD = αBC = αBD = αCD = 45, αAW = 26, and αBW =

αCW = αDW = 100, respectively, where A, B, C, D, and W indicate the beads of the three diblock

copolymers (A-hydrophilic, B/C/D-hydrophobic and incompatible) and water (W). The cutoff

radius, bead mass, temperature, and thermal energy are set as unit system, that is rc = m = T =

kBT = 1. The characteristic time scale for the simulation is τ = rc(m/kBT)1/2. The box size is (45rc)3

with a bead number density of 3/rc
3. The system contains a total of 273 375 beads. Periodic

boundary conditions are employed in all three directions. We set the time step Δt = 0.05τ. The

simulations start from randomly dispersed diblock copolymer blends in solution. 1.0 × 10 6 to 3.0

× 106 time steps are used to ensure that the systems reach equilibrium. 
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